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GENERAL MEMETICS NEWSLETTER

September 2021

Dear Friend,
 

As the Speculative Fiction writer David Gerrold says, “True genius can be 
identified by the fact that its expression changes the world into something it has 
never been before.”

 

We suspect that you are a genius. Think about what David said for a moment. If 
you are the comet streaking through life leaving behind a transformed world… 
who do you go to lunch with? 

 

What has it been like for you all these years? 
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Who can keep up with you?

 

We have been studying energetic Doorways. A Doorway is a Gap that can open 
up in the side of any space / worldview / belief system you are in. If you see the 
Doorway… if you are close enough to the Doorway… if you step through the 
Doorway… that next space you enter can provide you with entirely different 
possibilities. 

 

What you encounter on the other side of that Doorway may be what you have 
always wanted. But…if you are the only one you know who went through that 
particular Doorway, where does that leave you? It leaves you in the company of 
an entirely new set of people who are not yet your friends.

 

In our work at General Memetics, writing articles and books, building websites 
for the StartOver.xyz game, delivering Emotional Healing Processes, Rage 
Clubs, the upcoming Gameworld Incubator, Rage Club Spaceholder Training, 
Fear Club Spaceholder Training, and so on… this Doorway phenomenon is 
almost a daily experience. Rapid Evolution has its side effects. We are glad you 
are our friends.

 

One side effect of rapid evolution is getting more interesting jobs on our bench 
than we know what to do with. We would like to offer you some of them. If you 
want to commit to any of these opportunities to work with us on our projects 
listed below, please write back. 

 

Paid Jobs with General Memetics:

1. ILLUSTRATOR FOR A CHILDREN'S BOOK: We have several children’s 
book manuscripts emerging and need outstanding illustrations to bring the 
words to life in young people’s imaginations.

 

2. VIDEO EDITOR: We have tons of amazing footage to edit down into videos 
to share with people. 

 

3. WEBSITE PROOFREADER AND EXPERIMENT WRITER: We need sharp 
eyes and a transformational overview to help us bring the nearly 500 
StartOver.xyz website up to speed with step-by-step experiment instructions.
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4. CREATING A GLOBAL MULTI-LANGUAGE CALENDAR FOR POSSIBILITY 
MANAGEMENT EVENTS. 

 

5. POLISH AND PORTUGUESE TRANSLATORS TO ADD THESE 
LANGUAGES TO THE POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT CENTRAL WEBSITE.

 

6. (volunteer service for the PM gameworld) WE NEED ADVENTUROUS 
APPRENTICES TO LEARN TO DELIVER POSSIBILITY COACHING, RAGE 
CLUB SPACEHOLDING, AND GAMEWORLD BUILDING THROUGH REAL-
TIME PARTICIPATION.

 

7. (volunteer service for the StartOver.xyz gameworld) REVIEWING THE 70 
RADIANT-JOY-BRILLIANT-LOVE / BUILDING-LOVE-THAT-LASTS STUDY 
GROUP VIDEOS TO EXTRACT AND WRITE DOWN ALL THE EXPERIMENTS 
THAT WERE GIVEN THERE SO THAT WE CAN USE THEM IN 
STARTOVER.XYZ.

 

Seasons change. So do you. Are you ready to help us with any of these? 

 

Thanks for your work. We love that you are on this journey with us.

 

Your General Memetics News Team

Gaian Road Team Interview
https://gaianroadteam.mystrikingly.com/

As the Gaian Road Team tuned in and listened to
instructions from Gaia, each impulse led us to

make inexplicably coincidental meetings with the
Edgeworkers, Social Alchemists, Riftwalkers,
Bridge Builders, and Possibilitators who are

inventing and inhabiting next culture -
Archearchy. These remarkable beings commit to
themselves as much as to the novel outcomes
they are creating. They trust discoveries from
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their own research and freely share everything
they have learned for the benefit of all.

We are so happy to share these intimate
conversations with so many radiant Beings in our

Gaian Road Team Interviews from around the
world.

 

Lion Goodman
interviewed by Clinton Callahan

 

The game is afoot...

WATCH Lion Goodman's Interview
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Upcoming Events...

Gameworld Building Incubator
12 weeks, Sept. 23 - Dec. 9 from 8-10.30pm CEST,

360-650Euros, with Clinton & Anne-Chloé

Next Culture is being created by Edgeworkers, those
courageous people building Gaian Gameworlds.
Each person has a piece of the puzzle.
Your job is to build and inhabit the cultural territory
that has never been occupied before and yet turns
you on. If you build it, others will come. If you do not
build it, they have no chance. Gameworld Building
can be the greatest joy, yet not knowing the
practicalities of doing it well can be very painful.
Together we will empower each other to succeed.

Info & Registration with Anne-Chloé.

Fear Club Spaceholder Training
Sept. 27 - Oct. 18: 4 Mondays from 6-8.30pm GMT+2,

120-200 Euros, with Vera & Anne-Chloé

Fear Club is different from Rage Club. It requires
distinct spaceholding skills to:
- ongoingly invent Fear Club using your Fear as a a
force of invention;
- demonstrate how to use a space full of information-
and impulse-rich Fear as a map for what is possible; 
- coach your participants to navigate their own fear in
daily life; 
- access your Fear as a wizard/ress and
sourcerer/ess; 
- navigate your participants to fine tune their fear
through clear inner navigation.

Info & Registration with Vera.
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Rage Club Spaceholder Training
Nov. 8 - Dec. 13, 2021: 6 Mondays from 8.30-11pm

GMT+2, 180-240 Euros, with Anne-Chloé

My intention is to pass on to you what you need to
deliver your own online Rage Clubs, such as:
- Setting context with clarity, power and lightness
- Rolling the energy from one exercise to the next
- Facing Gremlin resistance and attack
- Spontaneously creating exercises and experiments
for the matrix of your participants
- Matching the exercises to the next steps of
participants
- How to build a Team among the participants
- How to invite people into your Rage Club

Info & Registration with Julia Neumann.

Mage Training
8 weeks, Jan. 3 - Feb. 21, 2022 from 7-9.30pm

GMT+2, 250-350Euros, with Clinton & Anne-Chloé

The Space determines what is Possible. In one
particular Space it is possible to create the
Possibility that others in the Circle can create
Possibility for you to create Spaces of even greater
Clarity and Possibility.
This is a Mage Team Space. This is where we are
going. Our intention is to take creative liberties to
build up Noticing, Attention, Confrontation, and
Communication skills to Originate, Hold, and
Navigate Spaces. In particular, we aim at Spaces
where Nonlinear and Unreasonable offers are more
abundant and have less resistance and greater
effectiveness for Healing and Transformation.

Info & Registration with Anne-Chloé.
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Possibility Management Online
Global Offers Calendar

WorkTalks, Workshops, Rage Clubs, Fear Clubs,
Study Groups, Possibility Teams, Online ETBs...
Get electrified!
With other Possibiliators!
Around the world!
 
Link: https://teamup.com/ksv2xq34sxiagcuei1
 

Possibility Management Calendar
Expand The Box, Possibility Lab, Feelings
Practitioners Lab, Intimacy Journeyer Lab, ...
Find the Training you need in your area!
 
Link: https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/
 

Copyleft © 2021 General Memetics, All rights unreserved.
 

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can
change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by
clicking on the links below.

Our mailing address is:
Paseo Illetas 31, Apt 3B

07181 Illetas-Calvia,
Mallorca, Spain

https://possibilitymanagement.org/

Want to change how you receive these emails?
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You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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